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Rectangular Microstrip Patch Antenna Arrays

1. INTRODUCTION

Microstrip (printed circuit) antennas are low in cost, relatively easy to construct

and are very lightweight. Those properties make them ideal for aircraft and satellite

antennas, and as experimental hardware for testing new antenna concepts. Rome Air

Development Center (RADC) has become involved in this technology area for two major

reasons: (1) to verify and augment existing design models that will be used in develop-

ing millimeter wave antennas for airborne and satellite communications terminals; and

(2) to build an in-house capability to rapidly provide antennas to support other RADC

experiments.

Previous phases of this program have focused on verifying printed circuit trans-

mission line designs and transitions from those lines to coaxial cable1 , and on printed
2

circuit power dividers for amplitude tapering of array antennas . The present effort

is oriented toward designing rectangular patch arrays with integral corporate feed net-

works.

(Received for Publication 7 Oct 1986)

1. Kozak, F.E. and McGrath, D.T. (1985) Printed Circuit Transmission Line Transi-
tions, RADC-TR- 85-241, AD A 169291.

2. Huck, K.D. (1986) Microstrip Amplitude-Weighted Wilkinson Power Dividers, RADC-
TR-85-275, AD A159450.
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This report will present experimental measurements of inset-fed rectangular patch

antennas, microstrip power dividers, and the combination of those into planar microstrip

arrays. The most significant results of this work are: (1) the transmission line model

accurately predicts the patch resonant frequency for given dimensions for patches with

coplanar feed lines, in spite of its relative simplicity compared to other models; (2) a

simple form of reactive power divider is adequate for array antennas; and (3) a 4x4

array designed for 8.0 GHz achieved Xery near the maximum possible gain and had very

little phase or amplitude error in the feed lines, power dividers or array elements.

2. RECTANGULAR MICROSTRIP PATCH ANTENNA

2.1 The Transmission Line Model

A rectangular patch antenna with a coplanar feed line is shown in Figure 1. It has

width and length of a and b, respectively, and thickness t. It is on the top of a dielec-

tric sheet whose thickness is h. In the transmission line model, this antenna is modeled

as two slots centered on the two edges of the patch perpendicular to the feed line. The

slots are assumed to have width h and lengths a and (a-w). Harrington gives the admit-

tance of a narrow h-plane slot as 3 :

2 2(1 k h + j-1 [3.135-2in(kh)] (1)

=G s +jB s

Since the slot on the feed side of the patch is partially blocked by the feed line, its admit-

tance is found simply by replacing a with (a-w) in (1). The above formula is only strictly

valid for substrate thicknesses h<. 1 A. For thicker substrates, the admittance may be
3

found using the following elliptic integrals

kh/2

X11 = 2 f -sin2dw (2a)

0 _ ___ U-kh/ 2-0

3. Harrington, R.F. (1961) Time-Harmonic Electromagnetic Fields, McGraw-Hill.
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Top View
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Figure 1. Edge Fed Rectangular Patch Antenna

Op sin 2 w dw
Nn B 2f 2(2b)

Jw VWT- (kh12) r
0[

The patch itself is modeled as a section of microstrip transmission line of width a.

Its admittance cqn be approximated (for a 30h) by the formula

Y : ve T(3)p hti.-

where'll is 376. 7n2, the impedance of free space. Since the substrate is uauahiy thin,
relative to the wavelength, (3) is almost always valid. However,* for cases of electri-
cally thick substrates, the following formula given by Schaubert et. al. is more ac-
curate, since it accounts for the fringing fields along the edge of the patch parallel to

the feed line4

Pfi + 1. 393 + .67W + i. 444)] (4a)

4. Schaubert, D.H., Farrar, F.G., Sindoris, A. and Hayes, S.T. (1981) "Microstrip
Antennas with Frequency Agility and Polarization Diversity," IEEE Transactions
on Antennas and Propagation, A.P-291 pp. 118-123,

3U
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where e r +
e 2 2V/ 1+10t/h (4b)

Regardless of which formula is used for Yp, the input admittance, Yin' is the ad-
mittance of the first slot in parallel with the admittance of the second slot transformed
back to the feed point. Figure 2 is an equivalent circuit. The input admittance is
expressed as:

yi = Y1 Ys2 (5)

where 9s2 is the series admittance of the patch and the second slot looking into the
feed point, or the admittance of the second slot transformed back to the feed point.
On the open circuit side of the patch (the side opposite the feed), the reflection co-
efficient p 2 is

P 2 = (Ys2-Y )/(Ys 2+Yp) (6)

and therefore Ys2 can be written as:

ejk' + pe-Jk 7

s2 p ejkQ _ P2e-jkR

where R is the electrical length of the patch, =b/- r . If we express Ysl and Ys2 as.
respectively, G,+jB 1 and G2+jB 2 and also use Euler's relations, we can combine (5) and
(7) into a final expression for the input admittance:

Y G IjB 1 (Y PG2cos(k)4i[B2 cos (k 0+Y sin(k~)1

in YG cos(k Q) -B cs (k Q) +jG1 sin(kf) )

bA

Yi n -'''YS1 Yp YS2 Yin - YS1 YS2

Figure 2. Equivalent Circuit for Patch Input Admittance

4
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The resonant frequency corresponds to that value of k=2 v/ A that makes the imaginary

part of (8) equal zero, or the part in braces equal to -jB 1 . For substrates that are

very thin relative to a wavelength, the patch length is typically around .49X./Or

After determining the correct patch length for a chosen frequency, we must then

match the feed line's characteristic impedance to the real part of (8). Unfortunately,

the resistance at the edge of a typical patch varies from about 2501 for a square patch,

to about 150f1 for a patch with an aspect ratio of 1.3=a/b 5. It is not always con-

venient to use feed lines with such high characteristic impedances. The most practical

way to reduce that input resistance at resonance is to inset the feed line into the

patch, as discussed in the next section.

2.2 Inset Feed Rectangular Patch

To use a feed line with a lower characteristic impedance, Zo , we move the feed

point inward from the patch edge by cutting two short slots parallel to the feed line, as p

shown in Figure 3. thus forming an inset feed. The patch input impedance varies from .

zero at the center to a high value at the edge. Carver and Mink 5 give an approxi-

mate expression for the input resistance as a function of the feed point and edge resis-

tance, from which we have derived the following expression for the length, d, of the

inset:

d (b/70) cos-'(9) 4 4(9

,see

where R0 equals Z0 , the characteristic impedance of the feed line, and Re is the edge

input resistance of the patch without an inset feed. To obtain more accurate results,

we have modified our transmission line model as described below.

For an inset feed patch, the input admittance is evaluated by transforming both

slot admittances to the location of the feed point, as shown in the equivalent circuit of

Figure 4. On the open circuit side of the patch, the reflection coefficient is still as %

given in (6), and that of the feed side will be similar. The transformed admittances

are then:

exp(jk21 )+ Plexp(-jkQ1)

Y =Y P( YM 1
sl p exp(jkl)- Plexp(-jkl) P1 =(YsI-Yp)/(YsI+Yp) 1

1!

5. Carver, K.R. and Mink, J.W. (1981) "Microstrip Antenna Technology," IEEE Trans--o14-%
actions on Antennas and Propagation, &P,29, pp. 1-24. 10
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a

bW

Figure 3. Inset Feed Rectangular Patch Antenna

A exp(jkq2 ) + P2exp(-jkR2 )
Y P =(Ys- Yp)/(Y +Y) (lob)s2 p exp(jkf 2 )_ P2exp(-jkR2 ) .r

Adding the two admittances in parallel, and using Euler's relations, we obtain the fol-

lowing expression for the input admittance:

Yin GIcos(kt 1 )+J[BIcos(kfIl)+Ypsin(kf 1 )]

Yp [Yp cos(kfI)-B 1sin(k 1 )]+jG 1sin(kf 1 )

+ G2cos(k22)+J[B 2cos(kf 2) +Ypsin(kf2 )(

[Y pCOS(kf 2 ) - B 2sin (k2 2 ) ] +jG 2sin (k 2 )

where el=d ,
2 =(b-d) Tr, k=2I/ A., and G1, B1 , G2 and B2 are given by (1). I.

Figure 5 shows the variation of the real and imaginary parts of the input impedance

with patch length for a given frequency.

6
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Figure 4. Equivalent Circuit for the Inset Feed Patch

To determine the correct patch dimensions for a given resonant frequency and in-
put impedance, we set d=0 in (11) and make successive guesses at b until the imaginary

part equals zero. A good initial guess is b=.49X.1_ 7 . Next, we adjust d until the
real part equals the feed line's characteristic impedance, using (9) as an initial guess.

Note that the admittance of the first slot depends on the width, w, of the feed line.
Gupta et. al. 6 give formulas for calculating the microstrip line width for a given

characteristic impedance.

The design equations for inset feed rectangular patches and microstrip transmission

lines have been incorporated into a computer subroutine library . Also included in that
library are routines that use the Calcompk(Rplotter to produce accurate, high-quality
mask artwork. The drawings are usually made at 2x scale, then photographically re-
duced to produce the negative that is used in photoetching the printed circuit.

6. Gupta, K.C., Garg, R. and Chadha, R. (1980) Computer Aided Design of Micro-
wave Circuits, Artech House.

7. McGrath, D.T., Mullinix, D.A. and Huck, K.D. (1986) Fortran Subroutines for
Design of Printed Circuit Antennas, RADC-TM-86-08.

7
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Figure 5. Variation of Patch Input Admittance with Patch Length b/ ,

3. RECTANGULAR PATCH ANTENNA TEST RESULTS

3.1 Resonant Frequency

Seventeen individual patch antennas with resonant frequencies between 2 and

18 GHz were constructed and tested. Figure 6 is a photograph of one of the anten-

nas in its test fixture. The substrate material was 1/16" thick epoxy-fiberglass with

a dielectric constant of 4.4 and I-oz. Copper cladding (t=.0014"). Figure 7 shows the

design frequency versus the measured resonant frequency. It is apparent from that

graph that the original model is accurate up to 13 GHz, which corresponds to b/h=3.0.

With increasing frequency above 13 GHz, the measured resonant frequencies were

progressively farther below the design frequencies. A combination of two errors in

the original model caused this discrepancy: first, the electrical distance between the

patch edges depends on the effective dielectric constant; and second, fringing at the

radiating edges of the patch causes it to appear electrically longer than b.

8



Section 4 of this report discusses the effective dielectric constant in detail as it

pertains to power divider design. Its importance to the patch model is that the elec-

trical distance between the radiating edges depends on the propagation velocity within

the patch section, and that is not simply a function of the relative permittivity, but

varies with the patch width and the operating frequency. For very wide transmission

lines eeff is very nearly the same as • r , which explains why our model is more accurate

at low frequencies - those patches are very wide. But at high frequencies the patch is

narrow enough for the difference between •r and eeff to be appreciable.

In addition, we had earlier assumed the radiating "slots" to be centered at the

edge of the patch. However, fringing at the radiating edges will cause those to appear

electrically some small distance beyond the edge. Hammerstad gives a very good approx-

imation for apparent length extension of an open-circuited microstrip transmission line6
as6

(e eff+ .3) (W/h+. 264)

A R .412h
(eeff - 258) (W/h+. 8)

Figure 6. Photograph of the 6 GHz Patch Mounted in the Test Fixture

9
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Figure 7. Measured Resonant Frequency vs. Design Frequency

The radiating slot is centered AR 12 past the patch edge. We have modified our model

to account for both of the above effects simply by using l=4,eff+M and f 2=(b-d)

I/Feff+4Vin equation 11. Figure 8 shows the resonant frequency veisus patch length

for the original model, the modified model, and the measured data. The new model is

very accurate at all frequencies. 1
-,,
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Figure 8. Resonant Frequency vs. Patch Length for Measured Data and Original
and Modified Transmission Line Models

3.2 Return Loss

Just as the resonant frequency measurement is a direct test of the model's accuracy
in predicting the patch length, b, the return loss measurement tests its accuracy in de-
termining the feed point, or the dimension d. A sample return loss measurement for one % -

of the antennas (6 GHz) is shown in Figure 9. To this measured return loss, we m'Ist
add the two-way attenuation in the microstrip line between the network analyzer tedt port

and the antenna's feed point, since that attenuation will tend to make the antenna's re-
flection coefficient appear smaller than it actually is. Figure 10 shows the loss per inch-
that we measured in a microstrip transmission line constructed on the same epoxy-

'iberglass material as the antennas. The two way path loss was measured by placing an ;

(a J1
st

q

7-"-.

p'

4 T'~
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open-circuit or a short-circuit termination at the end of the line, and the figure shows

both cases. Figure 11 shows the corrected return loss vs. measured frequency for

each of the 17 patches. All of the patches except two had very good return loss, which

indicates that the depth of the inset feed corresponded to a close impedance match with

the 1000 feed line. The poor return loss of the 15 GHz and 17 GHz antennas was caused

by delamination of the copper conductor from the substrate at the board edge due to

repeated soldering and desoldering.

We recently constructed a rectangular patch antenna for 8 GHz using a probe feed,

using the same transmission line model, Pxcept that both slots were considered to be of

length a. The inset d was calculated for an impedance match to the 500 coax probe.

The resonant frequency was 7.95 GHz, but the return loss at resonance was only -12 dB.

This leads us to suspect that the failure of the transmission line model reported by other

authors was due only to the fact that it cannot model the coaxial probe feed (most patch

antenna experiments reported in the literature have used probe feeds).

3.3 Radiation Patterns

The E and H plane patterns of the 8 GHz antenna shown in Figures 12a and 12b are

typical of those measurements. There is some irregularity in the E plane because of the

edge-launch connector. Appendix A contains measured patterns up to 12 GHz, which

is the limit of our anechoic chamber equipment.

0.00
I%

8.00

0 16.00
"0 -I-.

24.00 ,. .
C
a-

__ 32.00

I I I I I I I I I I

5750.00 50.0 MHz/DIV 6250.00

Frequency (MHz)

Figure 9. Typical Return Loss vs. Frequency (Measured)
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1.0. -
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2 4 a 8 10 12 14 1i Is
Frequency (GHz)

Figure 10. Measured Attenuation (db /inch) of a Microstripline on Epoxy

3.4 Bandwidth

The bandwidth for these individual patch antennas is calculated between 2:1I VSWR
(10 dB return loss) points of the corrected (for line los) measurement, and is shown

in Figure 13. The increasing bandwidth with frequency is simply due to the increasing
electrical thickness of the substrate, and is within the bounds we would exoect from

calculations by Bahl & Bhartia8S . The extremely small bandwidth is an obvious dis-

advantage of microstrip antennas, but improvements in that area were not an objective

of this project.

4. REACTIVE POWER DIVIDERS

The next step in our development of arrays was to design a coplanar food network
with microstrip power dividers. There is not enough room on the substrate for hybrid

F. Bahl, .J. eand Bhartit, P. (1981) Microstrip Antennas, Atch House.

13 ,
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or Wilkinson power dividers, so we chose a simple reactive design. Five power dividers

with resonant frequencies of 2, 4, 8, 12 and 16 GHz were built and tested, one of which

is shown in Figure 14. Unlike the patch antennas, these were etched on a PTFE sub-

strate which has a 2.54 dielectric constant and low dielectric loss (1/16" thick Oak-

602%).

The characteristic impedance of the microstrip lines in this power divider is 100 fl,

and therefore, we must have the input and output transformers (70.7 fl) to match the

three lines to the 50 C coaxial connectors. The input line goes into a quarter-wavelength

transformer whose impedance is also 70.7 £1, which matches the input line to the two out-

put lines, whose parallel impedance is 50 fl. Since both output ports have the same im-

pedance, this is an equal spilt power divider.
The length of the transformers, both at the connectors and in the main arm of the

power dividers, is one quarter of a guide wavelength. The fields of a microstrip line

.00

-20.0

0j 000
C0 0 0

=0
0

-a -30.0 0

* 0
000 0

-40.0- 0

2.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 18.0

Measured Resonant Frequency (GHz)

Figure 11. Return Loss of the Experimental Patch Antennas
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-PLANE PATTERN

Figure 12. Typical Radiation Patterns (8 0Hz Patch): (a) E Plane, (b) H Plane
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CL 10.0.

. 6.0-0

4.

'U 0

i 2.0

6.,

, 15!0 2SAO0

Patch Rlesonant Frequency (GHz)

Figure 13. Measured Bandwidth of the Experimental Patch Antennas

pass through both air and dielectric, as illustrated in Figure 15, which changes the

effective dielectric constant and hence also the guide wavelength. The structure of

those fringing fields changes with frequency, and therefore so does the effective
dielectric constant and the velocity of propagation. In the power divider design it

is important to find the correct length for the transformer sections so that reflec-

tions are minimized at the design frequency. The guide wavelength is calculated as
Xg=)'o/,/Feff, where4:

e eff (f ) = r  e (r-eeo)/[l+G(f/fp) (13a)

eo 0

UU

eI + C I r- 1 e r- I t/h

= + +- (1+10h /w) - /  + - - (13b)
ec 2 2 4.6 r/

5.= 5)/60 + .004Z 1 (13c)

fPp = 15.66ZRa/h x 10F (13d)

16
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where f is the frequency, Z0 is the characteristic impedance of the transformer section,

w is its width, h is the substrate thickness, and er is its dielectric constant.

The corrected return loss for the three ports is given in Figure 16. It is the

measured return loss minus the two-way line loss from the coaxial connector to the

device and back. The return loss was high (corresponding to low VSWR) looking into

the entry port, which we would expect since the device is impedance matched in that

direction. It is not matched in the other direction, and therefore the output ports have

low return loss, also shown in Figure 16.

An ideal two-way divider would have 3 dB insertion loss from the input to each of

the outputs. Figure 17 shows that our outputs were well balanced. However, the in-

sertion loss was typically higher than 3 dB, as shown in Figure 18, due to losses in the

circuit. We would also like to have high isolation between the outputs (>20 dB), but our

6-10 dB is typical of this simplified design. Note that Figures 16, 17 and 18 show data

for the actual measured resonant frequencies. Those were lower than the design

Figure 14. Power Divider Mounted in Test Fixture

17



Figure 15. Fringing Fields of licrostrip Transmission Line

frequency because the two arcs that make up the output lines bled together on the art-

work mask, making the actual transformer length greater than designed. As we will

show later, this is avoided by mitering the two lines away from each other immediately

past the transformer.

For comparison, we measured a 4.0 GHz equal-split Wilkinson divider built earlier
by K. Huck 2 . The Wilkinson design uses several transformer sections, plus an isola-

tion resistor between the two output arms. Its isolation between the output ports was

9.8 dB, which is only slightly better than the 7 dB from our simplified 4 GHz divider.
The Wilkinson 's output ports, however, were very well impedance matched, with

21.6 dB, 20.3 dB and 21.4 dB return loss for, respectively, the input port, left exit

and right exit. That advantage comes at the expense of higher overall loss, which was

1. 39 dB. In any case, there is scarcely enough space on a typical printed circuit array

for a feed network using simplified dividers, let alone Wilkinsons, in practical micro-

strip arrays.

5. PATCH ARRAY WITH INTEGRAL CORPORATE FEED i

The 16-element array shown in Figure 19 was a test of the effectiveness of our .

computer-aided design system in providing accurate printed circuit antennas. The sub-. #,, .
strate material is PTFE ( e r=2.54, h=.062"). It proved quite difficult to lay out an array,%"i

on a material with such a low dielectric constant because the elements are physically

large, leaving little room for the feed lines and power dividers. This array has . 751%

inter-element spacing, which allowed just enough room for the corporate feed, observing

the general rule of thumb that the transmission lines should not come within 3 board
thicknesses of any patch or any other line. '

The measured return loss of the array is shown in Figure 20. The actual resonant
JIA

shown in Figure 15. Fringing ienls oictiptn Trani aion Line hs '" ,_
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Figure 19. Microstrip Array Antenna with Integral Corporate Feed (9 GHz.
e r=2.55, h=l/16")

error in the feed network. Due to the wide interelement spacing, the first sidelobes

should be down 11. 37 dB from the main beam peak, and they are very close to that

(-11.5 dB and -12.2 dB), which is an indication of low amplitude error in the feed net-

work. From this pattern we conclude that the corporate feed network's performance

is very nearly ideal in distributing power to the 16 array elements with equal amplitude

and phase. 1

The gain measurement shows that the array is quite efficient: the theoretical gain

is 20. 3 dB and the measured gain was 17. 8 dB. or a net loss of 2. 5 dB. Based on the

measurements of transmission lines and power dividers discussed in the previous sec-

tions, we conclude that 1.6 dB of that loss is dielectric and conductor loss in the trans-

mission lines, and .9 dB is residual loss in the power dividers.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In spite of its relative simplicity compared to other microstrip antenna models, the
transmission line model has provided very accvrate results, even for some cases in
which the substrate is electrically thick. The model was within .5% of the resonant

frequency in all cases except two when we used Hammerstad's approximation for the
length extension to find the actual radiating slot location and the effective dielectric
constant to find the propagation velocity within the patch. Since the materials to be

used for monolithic millimeter wave antennas are electrically thin (--. 02 %) the trans-
mission line model should accurately predict the resonant frequency and input imped-
ance of a rectangular patch antenna on those substrates. We recommend some further
experimentation with single patch antennas on a high dielectric constant material for

purposes of verifying that conclusion, and to provide further data for refinements to

our model.

An added attraction to the transmission line model is its possible application to

other antenna geometries such as the "stagger-tuned" patch shown in Figure 22a. It

might be modeled as five radiating slots and three transmission line sections as illus-

trated in Figure 22b. Extending the general analysis even further, one might be able

to model any arbitrary geometry as a series of short transmission line sections and
small radiating slots as shown in Figure 23.

The reactive power divider design we investigated was near-ideal in minimizing the
input VSWR and in providing equal phase and amplitude between the two outputs. Unlike
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Wilkinson power dividers and hybrids, it does not take up very much room on the sub-
strate. Those qualities make it ideal for array applications such as our 16-element X-
band antenna. That array also demonstrated the effectiveness of our computer-aided

design package in quickly and accurately producing experimental hardware.
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Figure 22. Stagger-Tuned Patch: (a) Geometry, (b) Model

Figure 23. Arbitrary Patch Geometry
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